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O ne of the most popular books that I read 
during my childhood was Eric in the Land of 

the Insects, written by the Dutch author Godfried 
Bomans. In this humorous fantasy, nine-year-old 
Eric enters the landscape painting that hangs on 
his wall and discovers a world of man-sized wasps, 
bees, butter ies and other insects that is stunningly 
similar to the world of humans. The book made such 
an impression on me that I have always wanted to 
explore such a world full of wondrous creatures 
myself. Once photography became a part of my life, 
my world was populated with grasshoppers, spiders, 
snails, ies, dragon ies and butter ies—Eric’s world. 

Insects and spiders are literally everywhere and 
in immensely vast numbers. Walk through any 
ower garden and your rst attention is probably 

drawn to the beautiful blossoms. But on closer 
inspection, you are also likely to see and be 
amazed by a myriad of insects that are enjoying 
the owers right along with you – bees, hover ies, 
and any number of unrecognized insects ying 
around or walking upon the petals and blossoms. 
All you have to do is to know for what type of 

insect you are looking and a little bit about that 
insect’s behavior and you will know where to start. 

In the southern hemisphere any time of 
the year will work, while early spring through 
autumn is the perfect time up north.

Microphotography can uncover the colours, 
textures and shapes of the mysterious world of 
insects. This photographic technique opens up 
a whole new world of opportunities for capturing 
eye-catching images. An important bonus is that 
you don’t have to go far to nd interesting subjects. 
You can spend hours photographing mini-beasts in 
the smallest of gardens. In order to see these small 
“models” you will need to “see” with a new mindset 
and become fairly “narrow minded” with your vision.

The compound eyes of insects, consisting 
of a large number of ommatidia, have always 
fascinated me. To uncover as much detail as 
possible I photograph insects at such extremely 
close quarters that they seem to have a gigantic 
size. At that scale, insects of the same species 
look very di erent and each insect seems to 
have its own character. I am very interested in 

the behavior of insects and take only micros 
during the day, when they are actively foraging.

Micro and Macro
Magni cation describes the relationship between the 
actual size of the subject and the size of its image 
on the sensor of the camera. Photographing a 3 
cm (1.18 inch) long blue-tailed damsel y so that its 
image size is 1 cm (0.39 inch) on the sensor means 
that the magni cation is 1/3 (1:3) life-size. Dividing 
the size of the subject’s image on the sensor by its 
actual size determines the magni cation. At 1:1 life-
size, the size of the subject on the sensor is as big 
as it is in real life. 

Macrophotography is restricted to magni cations 
in the order of 1:10 to 1:1 life-size. When this 
magni cation is reached, shooting from life-
size to modest magni cations of up to 20 is 
called microphotography. Microphotography 
is the extreme form of macrophotography, 
dedicated to the photography of very small 
objects. Microphotography shows much greater 
detail than macrophotography, for example the 
di erent kinds of facets in a compound eye.

Affordable Accessories and Options
Strictly speaking, a lens is categorized as a macro 
lens only if it can achieve this 1:1 magni cation. 
Microphotography can be undertaken by normal 
macro lenses equipped with modestly priced 
equipment. A lens’ minimum focusing distance 
is the closest distance your macro lens will allow 
you to get to your subject while still maintaining 
sharp focus. A low-budget method to decrease the 
minimum focusing distance is to extend the distance 
between the lens and the sensor by inserting 
extension tubes or a continuously adjustable 
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Magni cation describes the relationship 
between the actual size of the subject and the 
size of its image on the sensor of the camera“
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bellows. Both the extension tubes and the bellows 
do not contain optical elements. The further the lens 
is from the sensor, the closer the minimum focusing 
distance, the greater the magni cation, and the 
darker the image given the same aperture. Tubes of 
various lengths can be stacked, decreasing lens-
to-subject distance and increasing magni cation. 
Extension tubes and bellows can be used for 
di erent lenses. A small disadvantage is that the use 
of extension tubes and bellows may not preserve 
autofocusing, auto exposure and auto aperture 
operation. 

The maximally obtainable magni cation can be 
calculated with the following simple equation: 
D (length of the set of extension tubes 
or the bellows) + F (focal length of the 
macro lens)) ÷ F = magni cation. 

For example: adding a set of extension tubes with 
a total length of 60 mm to a 60 mm macro lens will 
give maximally a magni cation of (60 + 60) ÷ 60 = 2. 

By adding a teleconverter, an even greater 
magni cation can be achieved. Application of a 2x 
teleconverter produces a maximum magni cation 
of 4 and 2 stops loss in light intensity. Adding more 
glass means a drop in quality and quantity of light 
transmission, the extent of which depends on the 
quality of the particular teleconverter you are using.

 Placing an auxiliary close-up lens (or close-up 
lter) in front of a macro lens is another option. 
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Inexpensive screw-in or slip-on attachments provide 
close focusing at a very low cost. Some two-
element versions are qualitatively very good while 
many inexpensive single element lenses exhibit 
chromatic aberration and reduced sharpness of the 
resulting image. When you use macro lenses with 
di erent diameters, for each macro lens a close-up 
lens has to be purchased separately. Most close-up 
lenses are marked with a +d number in the diopter 
unit, the power of the lens. The diopter (or power) 
of a lens is de ned as 1000 ÷ Fd, where Fd is the 
focal length of the lens measured in mm. Thus, 
a lens with a focal length of 50mm has a diopter 
of +20 = 1000 ÷ 50, and a +4 diopter close-up 
lens has a focal length of 250mm = 1000 ÷ 4. 

The maximally obtainable magni cation can be 
calculated with the equation (2F + Fd) ÷ Fd. 

For example: coupling a +20 diopter lens with 
a 60 mm macro lens produces maximally a 
magni cation of (2*60+ 50) ÷ 50 = 3.4. 

An interesting alternative is the reverse lens 
technique, which can be accomplished by 
mounting a lens with focal length Fr in reverse, 
in front of a normally mounted lens of greater 
focal length F, using a macro coupler which 
screws into the front lter threads of both lenses. 
The maximally obtainable magni cation can be 
calculated with the equation F ÷ Fr. Depending 
on the quality of the reversed mounted lens, a 
drop in quality and quantity of light transmission 
may negatively in uence the image quality. All 
discussed techniques can be used in conjunction 
to obtain even larger magni cations.

A Jungle Out There
The world of insects, spiders and other small 
forms can be enjoyed on any beautiful day from 
early spring until late autumn. I can step out of my 
house on any sunny morning with a cup of co ee 
and leisurely browse the garden and see where 
the action is. Or I can choose my spot, watch and 
wait; and with a little patience, insects and spiders 
will show themselves and sometimes pose for the 
camera. Watching the world of gardens in this way 
quickly reveals that it is truly “a jungle out there” – 
a jungle of small predators and preys striving for 
survival. Walking through any ower garden, you 
are likely to see bees, hover ies, and any number of 
unrecognized insects ying around or walking upon 
the petals and blossoms of the beautiful owers. 
Microphotography can uncover amazing details 
of the mysterious world of insects. And yet, this 
amazing world of insects is right outside the door of 
virtually every home.

Insects generally have two things in mind: to get 
on with the task at hand and to avoid getting eaten. 
The task at hand might be nding food, mating, 
or just basking in the sunshine. This means that 
insects are somewhat predictable. Bees, butter ies, 
and similar insects, for example, might be just 
bumbling about from ower to ower. One of the 

Approaching Insects
Although most insects do not have ori ces in their 
body for picking up sound vibrations, many use 
parts of their body, such as their wings, antennae or 
special hairs, like TV antennae to detect vibrations in 
the environment or the air. Any errant movement on 
your part could cause you to lose a shot, so be sure 
to tread carefully when approaching your subjects. 
Your job is to make yourself non-threatening. The 
rst thing you want to do is to move very slowly. 

Look before you move, look at where you place your 
feet, look at where your equipment is, and most of 
all plan where you are going to put the front of your 
lens. Many potentially good shots have been ruined 
by the front of a lens bumping a branch or leaf 
where an insect was resting, causing it to ee. 

Most insects have a view of the world that is 
very di erent from ours, because their eyes are 
built unlike those of vertebrate eyes. Insects such 
as the house y, the hornet, the butter y and the 
beetle have what we call compound eyes. These 
eyes are made up of many separate units called 
ommatidia. Each ommatidium samples a small part 
of the visual eld. Having multiple ommatidia allows 
the animal to easily detect motion. Some, like the 
dragon y, have as many as thirty thousand units 
per eye, each with its own lens. With a compound 
eye the insect sees a mosaic image. This looks 
something like the highly magni ed dots of a 
newspaper photograph. Because the lenses in 
the insect’s eyes have a xed focus, and can’t be 
adjusted for distance, insects see shapes poorly. 

As an object moves across the visual eld, 
ommatidia are progressively turned on and o . 
Because of the resulting “ icker e ect”, insects 
respond far better to moving objects than stationary 
ones. Honeybees, for example, will visit wind-blown 
owers more readily than still ones. House ies 

and dragon ies have eyes that cover most of their 
head. This gives them almost 360-degree vision, 
enabling them to see predators coming from 
any direction. Most insects can see some color. 
While our eyes see a full spectrum of wavelengths 
from red to violet, many insects see a limited 
range of colors. The colors they detect are the 
ones most useful for nding food and shelter.

 It is known that insects, especially ying insects, 
will try to escape from a predator by employing a 
simple escape re ex based on the direction and 
velocity of a moving shadow or object. If a critical 
velocity is exceeded, the insect will try to y away 
from the direction of the threat. Slow moving objects 
or shadows often do not trigger this re ex. The 
lesson learned is that the best way to approach 
an insect is to move slowly and gently. Most of 
all, avoid casting your shadow on the insect.

Composition
Composition is more di cult for microphotography 
than for other types of nature photography. 

Your subject might be an insect or a spider sitting 
on a di cult-to-reach place. Add the fact that you 
need to approach very carefully to not disturb your 
subject and you have a bit of a tricky situation. There 
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rst things you will notice is that some insects are 
extremely skittish, like butter ies, damsel ies, and 
dragon ies, while others aren’t bothered by your 
presence at all. You will see that some insects 
are constantly moving around, such as ants and 
bees, whereas others prefer to sit still for extended 
periods – many spiders and assassin bugs. And 

others still, like leafhoppers and plant hoppers, 
don’t seem to mind being photographed, but will 
shyly turn their back on you, forcing you to change 
position constantly. The point is that you should 
invest some time getting to know the common 
behavior of your tiny subjects and how they sense 
their environment before ring the rst frame.
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are no golden rules to help you solve this one. Play 
around with composition until you get something 
that works. In microphotography, you want to 
simplify your image as much as you possibly can. 
Fill up as much of your frame as possible with the 
subject. Have your focus as sharp as possible and 
don’t be afraid to experiment with di erent angles 
to nd the one with the most aesthetic appeal. 
Photos at high magni cation have a corresponding 
shallow depth of eld, so precise control over the 
location of focus is critical. This requires not only 

artistic decisions about what part of the subject 
should be tack sharp, but also technical decisions 
about how to make the most of this sharpness.

Fortunately, the location of sharpest focus 
appears much more pronounced in the view nder 
when the subject is under high magni cation. 
However, just because it is easy to see doesn’t 
necessarily mean that it is also easy to position. 
Even small errors in a camera’s autofocus can be 
disastrous for an image. This should only be used 
as a rough guide; precision adjustments should 

almost always be done using manual focus. It is 
almost a universal rule that the subject’s eye(s) 
should be the location of sharpest focus and 
should have a well-chosen position within your 
composition. For maximal sharpness throughout, 
adjust the angle of your camera so that the plane 
of sharpest focus aligns with the head/plane of 
your subject. If you are o  by a fraction of a degree, 
the complete subject will disappear from view.

In microphotography, the background is often so 
out of focus that it appears as a solid or smoothly 

varying patch of color. It is important to choose 
a background which complements the color and 
tone of your foreground subject. Fortunately, one 
can often pick a di erent background by simply 
shifting the camera’s vantage point. One should also 
take care to avoid placing distracting out of focus 
highlights or other objects behind the subject.

Your nal microphotography image 
should display fascinating details which are 
unfamiliar to us in our everyday lives.

Focusing
Working with large magni cations means that the 
subject is only a few centimeters in front of the lens. 
During the daytime insects move from feeding place 
to feeding place or are hunting. They stop only for 
very short periods of time at a speci c place to 
forage, which means that there is no time to set up 
a tripod. One needs to handhold the camera to take 
the photos. Magnifying the image also magni es 
any movement of the camera and the subject, so it 
becomes far more challenging to make super sharp 
images. 

Because I handhold a relatively heavy and 
bulky setup, it is not possible to focus using 
the lens focusing ring, which also determines 
the magni cation. Rather, I pre-set the focusing 
ring based on how much magni cation I want. 
Once the focus is set, I physically move the lens 
mounted on the camera body back and forth, 
until the facets in the compound eye(s) of my 
subject are in perfect focus in the view nder. 
This is the tricky part, obviously, as a fraction 
of a millimeter can signi cantly a ect the focus. 
For instance, at ve times life-size the depth of 
eld of the MP-E 65 mm at f/16 is 0.269 mm. For 

higher magni cations, the situation is even worse. 
In order to stabilize the whole setup, I rest my 
elbow on my knee or both elbows on the ground. 
As soon as I see perfect focus being achieved, 
I press the shutter button to take a photo.

Micro Lighting
By far the biggest challenge to microphotography in 
the eld is getting enough light on the subject. Light 
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is lost when using macro lenses, extension tubes 
and teleconverters. As magni cation increases, 
depth of eld decreases rapidly. Due to loss of 
light and the depth of eld considerations, it is 
advisable to use a ring ash or twin ash when 
creating micros. It will allow you to take photos 
at a reasonable speed, yet enables you to use 
a small aperture for su cient depth of eld and 
a fast shutter speed (e.g. 1/200 sec) to capture 
moving insects. It becomes a necessity for most 
photographing above magni cation 1:1 simply 
because there is normally not enough light.

Front lighting will provide better color saturation, 
while side lighting provides more light on one side 
of the subject, which gives the picture a greater 
sense of depth and dimension even though it is a 
two-dimensional image. A ring ash will provide 
an even level of lighting so that your image will 
not have strong highlights and shadows, but the 
downside is that this often looks unrealistic because 
the at front lighting produces a at appearance.

A twin- ash system will produce a more natural 
lighting situation and the results are often more 
appealing because there is more dimensionality 
to the image. Being able to choose the position 
of twin- ash units allows you to mix front lighting 
with side lighting. Twin- ash units also allow you 
to change the output levels of light. One ash may 
be brighter than the other, giving you much wider 
latitude for creating more natural shading and 
a greater sense of depth. The two ash tubes/
heads can also be independently rotated around 
the lens rim to adjust the location of highlights 
and shadows, thus better matching the shooting 

situation and creative intentions of the photographer.
Getting the light just right is never simple. While 

single or twin- ash units give us the opportunity 
to add light, sometimes, even with controls that 
allow us to vary the light output, the added light is 
still too harsh. To soften the light, you can choose 
to use ash di users. Di users are translucent 
plastic covers placed over the ash head so 
the light passes through them, softening it.

If you are on the path to taking microphotos, 
be patient and enjoy the challenge of 
capturing these images. It opens the door 
to an entirely new world of photography. 
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Huub de Waard 
I am a Dutch wildlife photographer who specializes 
in insect macro photography. I photograph very 
small invertebrates so close-up that they are 
transformed into large subjects.

Through my images I aim to highlight the different characteristics 
of a variety of species - and their individual charm.
I do not apply focus stacking and all of my pictures are single 
images made in my own garden. My work can be found at 

www.huubdewaardmacros.com
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